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A Garden in Cities
Humble House Hotel
Le Meridien Taipei was built in winter, 2010, and
after that, Humble House is opening in 2013…
Recently, design trend is more and more enthusiastic.
Both Le Meridien and Humble House belong to Humble
Group, and both of them blend art, culture, and life in
their aesthetics, combining artwork in every corner of the
hotel. When entering the hotel, there is an elegant and
sophisticated atmosphere with a simple and relaxing tone.
In the Xinyi District surrounding with senior hotels,
Humble House looks like an art garden full of plenty
cultural atmosphere. Also, it is a modern gallery with 600
pieces of permanent artwork which is diverse and
interesting; besides, a large green space makes people
relaxed.
About 50% green building materials are adopted in
Humble House and its transparent French window is
well-designed. Daylight source is applied; also, effective
energy-save lamp and dimming control systems are used
there, which can create an art hotel.

Humble House is operated with
high level; thus, about 600 pieces of
artwork is shown, total cost of which
is 80 millions or so.
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SALUTE TO ART
Bourrasque, shown in City
Council of Lyon, France, is arranged
in 1F, concierge. The artificial paper
seems to be blown by strong wind
and it is very funny when being
seen from different points of view.
The artwork is designed by Britain
artist, Paul Cocksedge. A huge
amount of LED Luminous plates are
dancing with feline grace, full of
poetic flavor.
Actually, the real reception hall
is on the 6th floor which is the
essence of artworks in the hotel,
therefore, when taking a walk here,
just like visiting an exhibition.
Contemporary art works from
international artists are found in all
corners of the hotel, such as new concept Chinese wash painting by video, Yang
yongliang’s famous works with dynamic time axis, and the creation by Italian artist, Paola
Pivi in the entrance of La Farfalla: “Crazy Ball“ combined with 77 sets of celebrated chairs
in the world. What the most shocking artwork is an oil painting “Dust” in the lounge bar,
and its creation time lasts two years, which is like any other artworks in Humble House:
more approaching, more surprising.
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Elegant Banquet Hall
Various Topic Space Created by Lighting
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On the 5th floor, there is no traditional chandelier in the banquet hall so as to keep
the space flexible and create different atmosphere. The total area of the banquet hall is
702m2, including four halls, two multi-function rooms and a VIP room. If large-scale
event is required, the space can be emerged to contain one thousand people at most.
Moreover, the advanced AV system, lighting and technique equipment has been
allocated in the hall. In the same space, pressing a scene button so as to show various
themes, such as wedding feast, conference, dancing party, press conference and art
gallery, etc.
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Location

Xinyi District, Taipei

Place

Humble House, Taipei

Lighting Control

Lite-Puter Lite-Puter Lighting Control System
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